December 5, 2018
Pledge led by Walter Schley. Prayer by Willy Isaacson.
Gary Wilhite introduced Walter Schley to make presentation of Purple Heart County designation.
Melissa Holloway stated a balance of $79,000 today with $35,000 to be paid back to Noxious Weed
leaving a balance of $44,000.
Melissa Holloway asked for discussion of the 911 distribution. Allen Dale made a motion to pay to 911
the amount owed. Gary Wilhite asked for a second. Hearing none, motion died for lack of a second.
Gary Wilhite stated he would like to wait until Sales Tax comes in, should be within next three days.
Allen Dale stated that we have an obligation. 911 employees need to be paid. Shirley O’Dell asked “if
Sales Tax is low are you just not going to pay?” Gary Wilhite stated that he was not saying yes or not
saying no, he would like to wait till sales tax comes in. Jerry Bishop said we already borrowed $100,000
from Road & Bridge and that has been repaid. Allen Dale stated that was not a loan but an
administrative transfer. Melissa Holloway will let Commissioners know how much Sales Tax comes in.
Gary Wilhite said 911 is an obligation to be paid, he just wants to wait till Sales Tax is actually in so
numbers can be reviewed and then 911 paid. Shirley O’Dell asked if we know if 911 have enough to
make their payroll if we do not pay them for November. Allen Dale stated they do not have enough to
make payroll if we do not pay them. Gary Wilhite stated again that he just wanted to wait until Sale Tax
is in which should be by Friday, 12/7/18. Shirley O’Dell asked what is the reason to hold off paying
them, “if sales tax is not enough will we not pay them?” Gary Wilhite said that is not what I said. Shirley
O’Dell said I didn’t say you did. Gary Wilhite again stated he wanted to see Sales Tax before paying
them.
Melissa Holloway brought up for discussion that 10 keys were made for the Courthouse at a cost of
$166.00. Glenda Powell stated that she asked and received permission from the Commissioners to have
keys made. Key will be made available to leader of Prayer around the Courthouse. There was discussion
of the reason for extra keys. Shirley O’Dell expressed concerns of people having access to the
courthouse if they are not an employee. There also needs to be a log set up as a record of all extra keys.
Gary Wilhite stated that he usually attends the Prayer around the Courthouse but he will not be
involved with this after year end. Allen Dale stated this was not on the agenda and should be discussed
at a later time. Melissa stated that she was more concerned about the frivolous spending than she was
about the additional keys. Allen Dale again stated this was not on the agenda and should be discussed
later.
Willy Isaacson asked for permission to purchase Bibles to be used for swearing in of new officials on
December 31, 2018. Also would like to set up a dedication service for all elected officials and include
that in the 3rd Tuesday prayer time of each month. Gary Wilhite asked for motion to approve this
purchase of Bibles. All Dale motioned for approval. Jerry Bishop seconded. Motion approved
unanimously.

Jerry Bishop motioned to accept the law suit opioid contract. Gary Wilhite seconded. Allen Dale said he
would make a motion to cancel the contract. He feels that this should be handled on the national level,
not at the community level. Jerry Bishop stated he believed this is the best way to go and he still moves
that we sign the contract. Shirley O’Dell stated that according to the Sunshine Law Gary Wilhite cannot
second a motion. Gary Wilhite said that he will rescind his second because he did not want to be a part
of this three ring circus. He also stated that he feels that both Allen Dale & Jerry Bishop have good ideas
but he does not want to be a part of it any longer.
Glenda Powell asked that the discussion of software be taken off the agenda.
Gary Wilhite thanked everyone for their time and stated that some people have appreciated what he
has done and some have not appreciated what he has done and that the agenda is complete.

